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Since joining the PCMS staff last fall, I’ve had the good fortune to meet and hear from so many different people who
tell me about the variety of experiences they have with PCMS. First, it’s always the music and the artistry that attract
attention. It still amazes me, after many years of coming to PCMS events as a patron, that my involvement would bring me
so close to so many renowned musicians and would allow me to hear such a diversity of repertoire.
Now that I’m peeking behind the curtain, so to speak, I’m privileged to appreciate the greater community that the artists
and music create—including the kindergartener who was delighted to see and hear the Jasper Quartet perform live in the
waiting room at Children’s Hospital this spring. The musicians drew his attention as he awaited his weekly dialysis
appointment. That performance was also broadcast into the rooms of the 500 or so CHOP patients who were too ill to
attend in the lobby.

From the
Advancement
Director’s Desk:
Patricia Manley

Or the middle school student who is also a budding composer and attends at least a dozen concerts with his PCMS
Student Pass. In April, he wrote to say, “Thanks for giving me the opportunity to meet Emanuel Ax yesterday evening after
the concert. He is an awesome pianist, and I am glad I got to hear him play again…”
Or the many people we welcome at each concert from (way) out of town who find the ticket prices and programs so attractive
that they travel to Philadelphia and stay over.
Or the many discussions about food as PCMS patrons sample local vendors’ fare at Philosophical Society performances. Jams,
cheeses, chocolate, coffee...tastes that evoke fond memories. Stories are recounted, and then the lights flicker, and we’re
back in our seats for the second half of the concert.

Patricia Manley joined the PCMS staff last
fall after 29 years as the Germantown
and Willow Grove branch director at
Settlement Music School. She is also
a double bass player.

PCMS is about more than good music. It’s a passport to what one patron called “a host of experiences, thoughts, and
feelings that are a big step outside of our day-to-day.”

In addition to two Philadelphia premieres, your solo piano recital in February features works that are largely
unfamiliar. How did you choose this program, and what are some things that the audience can listen for?
It is especially thrilling to build a program, and I always try to have ‘conceptual’ threads running through my programs so that
we can experience the program as a whole. As much as I enjoy each of the selected works on its own terms, hearing the
works together in conversation with one another offers a different listening perspective and experience. Landscapes and
fantasy are the two unifying elements that I am hoping to weave through the program.

Artist Interview:
Ieva Jokubaviciute
Ieva Jokubaviciute is a pianist who
returns to our series frequently. Her first
appearance this season is with Musicians
from Marlboro in November; her second
is a solo recital in February. Recently, we
spoke with her about the second program,
which is devoted to the exploration of
sound landscapes and fantasy.

Janáček’s In the Mists lends itself not only to a description of what one may see but what one may feel as the haziness and
mist awaken one’s imagination and releases fantasy. Thorvaldstdóttir’s and Mazzoli’s works further expand the world of
sound as they use extended piano techniques and external sounds to evoke suspended landscapes. Lithuanian composer
Raminta Šerkšnytė weaves a kaleidoscope of colors from small, reappearing musical ideas into a carpet of sound rolling
through the imagined landscape. I thought to connect and contrast the evocations of fantasy and the imagination with the
impassioned and relentless fantasies of Schumann and Scriabin.
Where do you turn when you’re looking for artistic inspiration?
Since chamber music has been a large part of my professional career, I have learned from and played with an incredible number
of inspiring musicians. The nuances of string bowing, for example, have expanded my concept of sound produced on the
hammer-operated piano. This instrument can in fact sing, which has been my ultimate focus at the piano. Art song and poetry
have been sources of everlasting fascination, and I only wish for more time and opportunities to do more vocal collaborations.
Visit pcmsconcerts.org/ieva-interview to read our full interview with Ieva Jokubaviciute.

Many of the founding members (39 so far!) have written us
about their memories of concerts and interactions with Tony
Checchia, our Founding Artistic Director of PCMS. Here are
two we wanted to share.

Checchia
Legacy Society
We are thrilled by the strong start to
our Checchia Legacy Society and those
friends who want to continue their
support of PCMS in perpetuity through
their bequest pledges.
If you are interested in joining the
Legacy Society, contact Patricia Manley,
Advancement Director, at 215-569-8587
or pmanley@pcmsconcerts.org.

“I have attended PCMS concerts for years, and I find them
to be a constant source of joy and sometimes even thrills.
I joined the Checchia Legacy Society to leave a legacy for the
encouragement of outreach to young people in the form of
providing tickets to attend concerts and providing master
classes for young musicians so that they might experience the
same love and thrill of classical chamber music as I have.”
– Cynthia Cooke
“In reworking my will, I was thinking about my family, legacy, and
cultural interests. My wife had passed suddenly, but she and I
had attended a wonderful PCMS concert just the night before
she passed—two pianos, eight hands at the Perelman Theater.
That event, together with my ongoing affection for PCMS and
its extraordinary musical standards, made it clear to me that
PCMS was to be a major legatee of my estate through the
Checchia Legacy Society. I can’t think of a better way to honor
an organization that I love and that feels like family.”
– Grant Greapentrog

Upcoming Social
Series Events
10/17 Sweet Ladybug Baked Goods
with Daniel Matsukawa & Friends
11/19 Preservation Handcrafted Pickles
with the Momenta Quartet
12/1

Nutty Novelties
with Hanchien Lee, piano

12/3

Three Springs Preserves & Food in Jars
with Harold Robinson & Friends

1/12

Yards Brewing Company
with Ignat Solzhenitsyn, piano

1/21

Heavenly Sweet Chocolates
with the Zorá Quartet

1/23

Inspired Brews Kombucha with
Kristin Lee, violin & Jason Vieaux, guitar

Cultures: Making Cheese & Finding Chamber Music
Our Social Series—which pairs our concerts at the American Philosophical Society with food and drink tastings by local
purveyors—is now entering its eighth season, and the ties between chamber music and the world of food keep growing
stronger. Jamie Png is one of our most fervent concert-goers, but she found PCMS through her love of cheese and now
continues to advocate for both the series and the tastings. In fact, she connected us with Three Springs Preserves, who
will host a tasting on December 3.
I moved to Philadelphia from Australia to study and have lived here for 10 years. I first discovered PCMS three years ago
when I was working as a cheesemaker at a local farm. My colleague and I were approached by Erik Petersons to sample our
cheese at a Social Series event, and we stayed for the concert. I hadn’t been to a classical concert in years, was reminded of how much I enjoy it, and have been a Young
Friends pass holder ever since. The friendly, familial atmosphere of a PCMS concert is quite singular, in my experience. Patrons really seem to feel an ownership. Staff
members are open and approachable, and the welcome greeting at the start of every concert helps foster a sense of inclusivity.
Without a doubt, I am excited to hear Gerald Finley with Julius Drake. My picks for a pre-concert cheese plate with pairings would be an all-English affair, inspired by
Drake’s country of birth and Finley’s country of residence. I’d choose Lincolnshire Poacher—a hard cheese providing all the depth and savoriness you’d expect from a
cheddar-style, yet with surprising sweetness and lightness in the top notes (perhaps a bit like Finley’s baritone!), and Rollright—a rich, complex, spruce bark-bound soft
washed-rind cheese (especially apt for a song recital as it’s the product of a close working collaboration between the cheesemaker and herdsman). Both cheeses would
be served with crusty bread and a pot of medlar jelly, and paired with a keeved cider from Somerset or Herefordshire.

After the concert, in a nod to Finley’s Canadian roots, I’d cap off the evening by treating myself to a bite or two of Quebec’s Lady Laurier: a vanilla-infused, soft triple
cream bloomy-rind that’s just a pure guilty pleasure!
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Remembering Ida Levin (1963-2016)

‘‘

		
		
		
		

“Ida was brilliant,” wrote her close friend, violinist Carmit Zori. “Her warmth and loyalty
were immense. Her personality was huge, and you could tell that after hearing her
play the violin, two notes only. One could not forget her… As I write this, I choke back
my tears.”

The PCMS family was deeply saddened by the death, in November 2016, of violinist Ida Levin, after a
prolonged battle with leukemia. Ida first appeared with PCMS in 1987 as a member of a Musicians from
Marlboro tour. She would go on to perform for us more than 30 times, often with other Marlboro groups
or as a member of the Mendelssohn Quartet and “PCMS Players” ensembles, together with her frequent
collaborators, cellist Peter Stumpf and pianists Cynthia Raim and Ignat Solzhenitsyn.
Ida made her professional debut with the Los Angeles Philharmonic at the age of 10. In 1981, at just 18 years old, she was invited by Rudolf Serkin to perform at the
White House, and she would go on to win a prestigious Leventritt Award and an Avery Fisher Career Grant. In addition to her long association with PCMS, Ida was
a beloved senior artist at Marlboro and a frequent player with the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center as well as the Boston and Seattle chamber music societies.
We will always remember Ida with much love and gratitude for her unforgettable artistry, her courage and determination, and her tireless passion for music, people,
and life. On Wednesday, January 10, 2018, at the Kimmel Center, PCMS will present a special concert in her honor. The performance features some of Ida’s closest
friends and musical partners: Cynthia Raim, Daniel and Todd Phillips, Carmit Zori, Marcy Rosen, and Peter Stumpf. We hope you can join us for this celebration of a
life well lived.

DEPARTURE

&

DISCOVERY

Hear, Watch, and Read

Having completed Departure & Discovery, our special project funded by The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage which explored late style with pianist Jonathan Biss,
PCMS is pleased to offer recently-released concert recordings and master class videos, along with the podcast and blog series all in one place on our website. And
if you missed reading Jonathan’s Kindle Single, “Coda,” it is available on Amazon.
For as long as I can remember, I’ve felt a strong, almost gravitational pull towards the late
music of many great composers. All of Beethoven’s late piano sonatas and string quartets,
Schubert’s string quintet, Mozart’s last piano concerto, Elgar’s piano quintet, Schoenberg’s
piano concerto, Chopin’s Polonaise-Fantasie—these works have all enriched my life beyond
measure.
The irony in this—that I, a young person by modern and/or forgiving standards, am so
drawn to music that these composers wrote when death was near—is not lost on me. In
writing this piece, I’ve tried to come to terms with why this is; in the process, I came closer
to an understanding of why music is so enormously powerful to me in the first place.
–Jonathan Biss, excerpt from “Coda”
Departure & Discovery
has been supported by
The Pew Center for
Arts & Heritage.

Visit www.pcmsconcerts.org/discovery to explore the project archives.
Available on

Succession by Arnold Steinhardt
One of the most fascinating aspects of the chamber music field is the continuity between generations—artists
mentoring young musicians and ensembles as they start their own careers. Arnold Steinhardt, the first violinist of the
famed Guarneri Quartet, is a great example. His musical lineage includes the masters Josef Gingold, Felix Galimir, and
Alexander Schneider. In turn, Steinhardt has coached numerous ensembles including the Dover and Calidore String
Quartets—both of which are appearing on our series this season. He shared his own memories as a young musician
as he watched these students become artists in their own right. The following is excerpted from Steinhardt’s blog, In
the Key of Strawberry.

Just a few years ago, at two different schools, I coached students who had banded
together in the hope of becoming professional string quartets. Each quartet
consisted of strong players and gifted musicians, and they not only played well
together but, most importantly, each quartet had something personal and
meaningful to express in its music-making that made me sit up in my chair.
I wondered what chance these groups, the Calidore Quartet at the Colburn
School and the Dover Quartet at the Curtis Institute of Music, had in making a
successful career. Despite their obvious talents, I had to admit reluctantly, not
much. Would their musical ideas evolve similarly? Could they disagree and then
learn to compromise or even give up a passionate conviction in favor of someone else’s? Could each member acquire the ability to accept criticism openly,
even gratefully, and in return be able to dole it out with grace and respect? Most
hopeful young string quartets fail in one way or another to even make it out of
music school.
And what if they had graduated intact and were off and running as a group?
Would the players get along personally in the insulated, hothouse world of
the string quartet in which they would necessarily rehearse together, perform
together, travel together, go to after-concert parties together, and even have to
listen to each other tell the same old jokes and stories over and over?

The young Guarneri Quartet

I remember ever so clearly the excitement surrounding our newly formed
Guarneri String Quartet in 1964. What a treasured gift had been handed
me. I was about to begin working on some of the world’s most exalted music
with three enormously gifted colleagues. And yet, that excitement was quickly
moved to the side in rehearsal as I soon discovered that my gifted colleagues
often had different ideas than I did. If I suggested slowing down at the end
of a phrase in, say, a Mozart quartet, the others might just as easily think the
opposite. But how could that be? My suggestion was so right, so perfect for the
phrase, so whole-heartedly beautiful, even inevitable. This happened to each
of us, of course, over and over again. An idea would be put forward, discussed,
argued over sometimes heatedly, and either eventually accepted, or just as easily
dismissed out of hand.
Those stressful encounters might have been the moment when our young
Guarneri Quartet foundered in rehearsal, and we, a marriage of four rather
than of two people, would regrettably file for divorce in string quartet court
because of irreconcilable differences. Gradually, although sometimes painfully,
we began to work together, to learn from one another, and to respect our
differences. (The end of that Mozart phrase might actually sound better
without slowing down, I came to realize). But would the Dover and Calidore
Quartets be able to also agree about broader issues such as tempos, dynamics,
repertoire, and if it ever got that far, on whether to play in Des Moines, Iowa
for less than their usual concert fee?
My pessimism (or was it cold sober realism) about a successful string quartet
career may have been justified in general, but happily not in this case. Both
the Dover and Calidore quartets graduated from their respective schools and
went on to defy the statistical odds. They are now under management, playing
concerts all over the world, and doing so brilliantly.

Both the Calidore and Dover String
Quartets performed with polished
ensemble, virtuosity, and thoughtfulness. I could feel an almost physical
rush of pleasure in witnessing
just how far these young players
had come from their student-day
Dover Quartet
beginnings. It was deeply satisfying
to think that I might in one way or another have helped them on their journey.
String quartet mentors certainly shaped my own young life: Josef Gingold, violin,
in the Primrose Quartet; Jascha Brodsky, violin, in the Curtis Quartet; Felix
Galimir, violin, of the Galimir Quartet; and every member of the Budapest
Quartet: Joseph Roisman and Alexander Schneider, violins; Boris Kroyt, viola;
and Mischa Schneider, cello. These musicians taught me the nuts and bolts
of playing chamber music; they provided rich historical background; and they
illuminated music’s miraculous yet elusive underpinnings.
I listened raptly to Gingold tell tales about his studies with the visionary and
charismatic Belgian violinist, Eugène Ysaÿe; to Galimir speak about the Galimir
Quartet working with groundbreaking composers Alban Berg and Maurice
Ravel; to Alexander (Sasha) Schneider describe the unique challenges he
encountered in his years as the Budapest Quartet’s second violin; and to his
brother, Mischa, vividly recall the Quartet’s uncertain beginnings and dramatic
evolution. And sandwiched in between inspirational stories about music and
the musical giants these illustrious musicians had encountered in their long
and influential careers were less serious tales: Sergei Rachmaninoff urging the
young Jascha Brodsky, who played a daily chess game with Sergei Prokofiev on
a boat destined for America, to tell Prokofiev his music sounded like crap, or
the Budapest String Quartet having an uncontrollable laughing fit while
performing Edvard Grieg’s String Quartet with the composer’s widow sitting
in the front row.

Calidore Quartet

		

Now that the Calidore and Dover
Quartets are out in the postmentored, crowded, and highly
competitive chamber music world,
I hope that they continue to grow
as artists, that they stubbornly mine
the old, traditional repertoire for
new meaning, and that they dare
to present new music to sometimes curious, but often unwilling
ears. But will they be successful
enough to join the ranks of those
weathered string quartets of their
mentors?

Our Guarneri Quartet was often asked whether we had a five- or ten-year
career plan. Already well aware in our early years of all that could go wrong and
often did in quartet life, our answer with an inner smile was mostly the same:
We have a one-year plan. We have concerts next year.
The Calidore and Dover String Quartets have every reason to look forward to
long and successful careers, but at least for now, their one-year plans are in place.
The Dover Quartet appears on Friday, October 20, and the
Calidore Quartet performs on Sunday, May 13. For tickets,
visit www.pcmsconcerts.org.

?

1. Which artist appearing on our series will not play his instrument?
2. Which two artists are MacArthur Fellows?
3. How many Philly Orchestra members are appearing on our series this year?
4. Which quartet is retiring after this year?
5. Which two artists are appearing three times on our series this year?
6. Which artist hails from Lithuania?
7. Which artist has a black belt in martial arts?
8. Which artist is a 36th generation Shaolin Fighting Monk?
9. Which vocalist is also an accomplished orchestral conductor?

UPCOMING MASTER CL ASSES

Patron POP Quiz

I had the good fortune to attend
both quartets’ debut concerts in
New York City.

October 11, 2pm
		 Robert Levin, piano at Temple University

		 October 11, 2pm
		 Orion Quartet at the Curtis Institute
		 October 31, 11am
		 Gilbert Kalish, piano at Temple University
		 November 11, 4pm
		 Stefan Jackiw, violin at Temple Music Prep
		 November 17, 2pm
		 LA Guitar Quartet at the Curtis Institute
		 November 18, 4pm
		 Momenta Quartet at Settlement Music School
		 November 20, 4pm
		 Barbara Hannigan, soprano at the Curtis Institute
		 January 9, 3:30pm
		 Peter Stumpf, cello at Settlement Music School

Patron POP Quiz Answers: 1. Robert Levin 2. Alisa Weilerstein and Jeremy Denk
3. Ten 4. Johannes Quartet 5. Marcy Rosen and Marina Piccinini
6. Ieva Jokubaviciute 7. Kim Kashkashian 8. Marina Piccinini 9. Barbara Hannigan

